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REDUCE TIME AND INCREASE ACCURACY
From our versatile geoliner 580 Prism to our top-of-the-range geoliner 
790, our wheel alignment systems feature the best combination of 
technology, accuracy and operator-friendly features you’ll find for your 
money.

With the smallest, most lightweight targets and wheel clamps we’ve ever 
offered — and more simple, intuitive operation — our geoliner series of 
four-wheel aligners will help you handle alignment jobs quicker than ever 
before, meaning you can fit more into each day.

Our aligners also include an extensive list of vehicle manufacturers' 
specifications, giving you all of the information you need.

Offering a full range, with various features and price points, the geoliner 
series has a solution that’s right for any shop, from general repair 
garages to specialised shops.

Buying a HOFMANN wheel alignment system also entitles you to one free 
day’s training at our IMI-accredited centre in King’s Lynn.

Call us now: 01553 697 233
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A MODEL FOR 
EVERY WORKSHOP

Offering a full range, with various features and price points, the geoliner series has a 
solution that’s right for any garage, from general repair to alignment specialists.
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GEOLINER 580 PRISM ELITE
The geoliner 580 Prism Elite allows you to add 3D alignment to your garage's services 
without needing to hire an experienced alignment technician. 

Plus, not only will you be able to pinpoint alignment problems, it generates reports that 
can be shared with customers, which is why your alignment business will start growing 
from day one.

The Prism Elite can be calibrated to THREE areas in your workshop, making it a flexible 
and mobile option.

And if you already own a HOFMANN geogas 3000 or or geogas 5000 emissions analyser, 
you can add a Prism kit to this unit – saving you space in your workshop and converting 
your MOT bay to be able to carry out alignments as well.

* See the checklist on page 14 for a full breakdown of the geoliner 580 Prism Elite's 
measurement and adjustment options

versatile  wheel  al igners

specifications
Clamping range 11 - 22"

Wheel base 1200 - 5000 mm

Display 19" TFT

Communication Bluetooth

Measuring system Pods

Power supply 230 VAC 1ph 
50/60 Hz



GEOLINER 610
The new geoliner 610 3D alignment system has a tilted camera boom for flexible vehicle 
positioning, eliminating the need for a fixed position to carry out alignment checks and 
being able to position the camera at the touch of a button.

Running the Pro 32 software application, the geoliner 610 saves space in the workshop 
because everything is mounted on the support post.

VODI (Vehicle Orientation Directional Indicator) on the camera system helps when the 
monitor is out of sight, while interchangeable grippers on the wheel clamps assist work 
on different wheel types within a clamping range of 11” rims to 22” rims (up to 26” with 
additional adaptors).

The geoliner 610 is a perfect fit for general and independent workshops.

* See the checklist on page 14 for a full breakdown of the geoliner 610's measurement 
and adjustment options

specifications
Clamping range 11 - 22"

Wheel base 2000 - 4570 mm

Display 19" TFT

Communication Optical

Measuring system 3D

Power supply 230v 1Ph, 50Hz, 13A



versatile  wheel  al igners

GEOLINER 650 XD
Now you can offer advanced alignment service to your customers without needing 
specialised wheel alignment technicians.

Offering the latest technology found on more high-end systems, the geoliner 650 XD 
features a new, highly accurate camera system and smaller, lighter XD targets as well as 
clamps that attach securely to the wheel for more precise results.

But what makes the geoliner 650 XD really special is its simple, intuitive interface, 
easy-to-use Pro 42 software with more than 25 years of manufacturers' specifications 
and customisable options - providing you with the essential tools to get a full four-wheel 
alignment reading in minutes.

High-end performance without a high-end price tag makes the geoliner 650 ideal for 
general repair garages.

* See the checklist on page 14 for a full breakdown of the geoliner 650 XD's measurement 
and adjustment options

specifications
Clamping range 11 - 22"

Wheel base 2010 - 4570 mm

Display 22"

Communication Optical

Measuring system 3D

Power supply 230 VAC 1ph 50/60 Hz



GEOLINER 670 XD
Our redesigned geoliner 670 XD wheel alignment system features improved camera 
and target technology, the smallest and lightest XD target system we’ve ever offered, 
and our proven conventional imaging aligner design. And its precise, repeatable 
measurements help you get the job done more quickly.

Versatile wheel clamps provide a solid and worry-free attachment with a patented 
positioning procedure.

But maybe best of all, the geoliner 670's simple operation means you don’t have to be a 
highly skilled alignment technician to master it.

Whether you’d like to increase your alignment business, improve your accuracy, or both, 
the geoliner 670 XD is precisely what you need.

* See the checklist on page 14 for a full breakdown of the geoliner 670 XD's 
measurement and adjustment options

specifications
Clamping range 11 - 22"

Wheel base 2007 - 4572 mm

Display 22" TFT

Communication Optical

Measuring system 3D

Power supply 230 VAC 1ph 
50/60 Hz
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GEOLINER 680 XD
The geoliner 680 XD combines unmatched accuracy and user-friendly features with a 
conventional imaging aligner design. And its extensive vehicle specifications database 
instills even more confidence and assures the job is done right the first time.

Accurate, real-time measurements are provided by our patented imaging technology, 
including high-resolution cameras and the industry’s most advanced XD targets.

If you specialise in alignments, the geoliner 680 XD is worth special consideration. It 
offers advanced features that advance business for high-volume alignment garages and 
dealerships.

* See the checklist on page 14 for a full breakdown of the geoliner 680 XD's measurement 
and adjustment options

specifications
Clamping range (Inch) 11 - 22"

Wheel base 2007 - 4572 mm

Display 22" TFT

Communication Optical

Measuring system 3D

Power supply 230 VAC 1ph 50/60 Hz



GEOLINER 790 XD
The premier alignment system in our range is the geoliner 790 XD, the most precise and 
compact system on the market. 

The geoliner 790 XD features wireless cameras and separated posts that make it easy 
for drive-through bay installation, while a third camera ensures that the posts remain 
accurate even if they are moved. And its patented DigiSmart™ automatic height tracking 
eliminates the need to adjust the aligner while on the lift.

Wheel clamps attach to the tyre rather than the rim, avoiding any potential rim damage.

So if you’re looking for ultimate precision, ease of use, and more mobility than wall or 
floor mounted systems thanks to its optional mobility kit, set your sights on the geoliner 
790 XD - which is perfect for high-volume alignment garages and dealerships.

* See the checklist on page 14 for a full breakdown of the geoliner 790 XD's 
measurement and adjustment options

specifications
Clamping range 11 - 22"

Wheel base 2007 - 4572 mm

Display 24" TFT

Communication Bluetooth

Measuring system 3D

Power supply 100 - 240 V 1PH 50/60 Hz
UL201, C22.2, CE Approved



DUAL  REVENUE L IFT

DUAL REVENUE FOUR POST LIFT
The lift that covers MOT testing, wheel alignment and general repairs, with three 
available configurations:  
• MOT/Alignment - front turning plates and built-in rear slip plates
• ATL/Alignment - as per MOT plus the SPD 2000 DVSA-approved axle play detector
• Alignment - alignment table, similar to MOT lift above, not supplied with turn plates 

but does have space to fit 470mm precision turning plates

Options
• Drive-through option
• Surface-mount option

Features
• Available with 4T lifting capacity and 5.2m platform, or 5T lifting capacity and 5.7m 

platform
• Rear slip plates and bearing turnplates on both versions as standard
• Integrated inspection lamp incorporating buttons for play detector operation (ATL 

configuration only)
• Full assembly and testing plus a 66-point check prior to dispatch
• Elephant trunking as standard to help keep pipes and hoses tidy
• Advanced safety and audible safety alert system with electrical safety locking that 

provides a failsafe system with an audible safety alert on descent
• Optional jacking beam

specifications
Lift 4000kg 5000kg
Platform width 600mm 600mm

Platform length 5200mm 5700mm

Power 3kw 3kw

Voltage 415v 415v

Platform height when 
lowered

190mm 190mm

Platform max height 1750mm 1750mm

Overall length 5250mm 5750mm

Overall width 3330mm 3330mm

Overall height 2340mm 2340mm

SPD 2000 Play Detector
Certified max weight 1300kg per 

wheel
1300kg per 
wheel

Stroke per plate +/- 40mm +/- 40mm



DUAL REVENUE SCISSOR LIFT
Features

• All pivot points made with self-lubricating bushings for long life

• Mechanical locking device with automatic engagement and pneumatic 
release, ensuring maximum safety when lift is in standing position

• Hydraulic levelling system with a patented synchronisation device assuring 
constant levelling of lifting platforms regardless of weight distribution

• No cross rails or torsion bars between lifting platforms (for maximum 
accessibility to the working area)

• Every time the platforms reach the floor, the lift is perfectly levelled thanks to 
a patented valve

• Minimal platforms height 265mm or 280mm dependant on lift easy access 
including cars with low spoilers. Limited length.

• Dual revenue lift for class IV MOT and wheel alignment with front recesses 
for turntables and rear slip plates, and long platform

• Base plates with levelling system ensures easy installation

• Rear slip plates with pneumatic locking in true position, angular and 
transversal movements in both directions

• Fitted shaker plates

specifications
Lift 3500kg 

Scissor Lift
5000kg 
Scissor

Platform width 665mm 700mm

Platform length 4600mm 5500mm

Power 2.6kw 2.6kw

Voltage 400v (3 phase);
415v

400v (3 phase);
415v

Platform height 
when lowered

280mm 265mm

Platform max 
height

1805mm 1805mm

Overall length 4790mm 5710mm

Overall width 2170mm 2240mm

Overall height 1805mm 1805mm



DUAL  REVENUE L IFT

WHEEL ALIGNER COMPARISON
FEATURES GEOLINER 610 580 PRISM ELITE GEOLINER 650 XD GEOLINER 670 XD GEOLINER 680 XD GEOLINER 790 XD
PC - INTEL Processor/Motherboard n n n n n n

Inkjet printer n n n n n n

Zoom Readings n n n n n n

Advanced Alignment Measurements n n n n n n

30 Animation n n n n n n

Live Caster, Camber & Toe Readings n n n n n n

Elevated Adjustments n n n n n n

A-Arm Adjustments n n n n n n

Shim Programs n n n n n n

EZ-Toe n n n n n n

Customer Database with Backup / Restore n n n n n n

Over 25 years of Vehicle Specs n n n n n n

Integrated Help Systems n n n n n n

Tools, Parts and Adjustment Instructions n n n n n n

Aligner System Diagnostics n n n n n n

4-Wheel Steer Adjust n n n n n n

Manual Ride Height Measurement n n n n n n

Cradle Adjust n n n n n

Alignment Diagnostics n n n n n

Driver Complaint Diagnostics n n n n n

Help Videos n n n n n

Pro42 Software n n n n n

OEM Wizards n n n n

Vehicle Dimensioning n n n n

Programmable Alignment Wizards n n n n

Roll Forward & Split-Positioning Sequence n n n n

Ultra High Resolution Cameras n n n n

Ultra High Resolution Targets n n n n

Ride Height Measurement using TIP (target imaging 
pointer)

n n n n

EZ-Access (Wheels-Off Alignment) n n n

RollingRadius™ Measurements n n n

Cross-0iagonal Measurements n n n

Shop Management Interface n n n

EZ-Link™ n n n

AC400 Wheel Clamps n n n

Scrub Radius n n

Caster Trail n n

ProAckermann™ Measurements n n

Steering Asymmetry with Diagnostics n n

Wireless n n

FrameCheck™ n n

Self Tracking Cameras n

Drive Through Operation n

Self Calibrating n



WHEEL ALIGNMENT ACCESSORIES
EAK0289J08A Mechanical Turntables 50 mm (Pair)

4027190 Portable Rear Turn/Slip Plates (Pair) 50mm 5 deg turn

86646 1m Slip plates

EAK0277J52A Roll Forward / Roll Back kit (3D)

EAK0277J51A Roll Back kit (3D)

4029542 Infill / Paddle Kit

EAK0268J63A Tyre Clamping Kit (AC 400 Clamps Are Not An Option On Geoliner 650 XD)

EAC0090J82A Wheel Chocks (Min 2 required)

EAK0268J62A Wheel clamp extensions to 26"

EAK0305J78A Mobility Kit

EAK0254L30A Hofmann Wheel Alignment Marketing Pack

Contact Sales Office Specification Database Update

This list represents the most common accessories in our range. Please contact the sales office for any requirement not listed.
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